Steering through the oil storm
Oil and gas industry executives cannot control prices,
but they can take action to be in a better position when
the upturn comes.
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Steering through the oil storm

The decline in oil prices over the past several months and
the continued weakness in gas prices have created a new
structural challenge for the upstream oil and gas industry. We are well beyond the “price correction” that commentators cited as the reason for falling prices in the
fourth quarter of 2014. As we were in 1998, 2001 and 2009,
we are now in uncharted territory. A world of lower oilprice planning has become the common basis for the
coming 12 to 18 months.

Putting aside speculation about when and to what extent
oil prices will recover, how should producers, oilfield
service providers and governments respond?
The industry’s problems stem from three sources:

While the industry tries to explain and understand the
fall in oil prices and determine when reduced investments
will ease the imbalance between supply and demand,
executives need to form a concerted, positive reaction.
Equity capital has rapidly exited the sector, and the
declining values of oil and oilfield service companies
add to the pressure (see Figure 1). The good news is
that industry debt gearing levels for major players
were generally healthy before August (around 20% to
50%), but borrowing costs will likely increase for those
with lower earnings and fewer funding options from
asset sales.

•

Production costs, which grew by half for major oil
companies over the past five years;

•

Complexity, which rose as operators’ and service
companies’ production and development businesses
became more elaborate; and

•

Government policies, which have ranged from new,
post-Macondo regulatory burdens to laissez-faire oversight (as seen in the liquefied natural gas sector in
Australia and in onshore production in the US).

Over the next 12 to 18 months, executives will need to
redouble efforts to address cost and complexity in their
businesses if they are to allow the industry to restructure
and arrive in good shape when oil prices rebound—
as we expect they will.

Figure 1: Capital flight: Since July 2014, major oil operators have shed $424 billion and service companies
have lost $110 billion
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The 2015 agenda

the terms of trade. Mechanisms that drive the oil industry
are complex and often situationally specific. We can
expect to see pressure on fiscal terms, production shares
and tax rates to sustain investment levels. Rates for
rigs, equipment and engineering are already adjusting
to new norms. As customers reset their expectations
about oil and gas prices, many may reopen their longterm supply contracts for renegotiation.

For commercial oil companies, the immediate imperative
in the first quarter is to restore shareholder confidence
with a clear set of initiatives to improve performance
and reduce costs (see Figure 2). National oil companies
must show they can continue to operate effectively within
tighter capital constraints while still meeting national
budget priorities.

Lower unit costs. Through the 2008–2010 oil price
spike, crash and recovery, major oil companies experienced a period of nearly flat average unit production
costs—an increase of only about 1%. In contrast, costs
rose by more than 50% from 2010 to 2013 as oil prices topped and stayed above $100 per barrel. Some
companies are already acting to manage costs by
reducing headcount and renegotiating supplier contracts. But in 2015, oil producers will need to arrest
the upward trend and push unit costs down to sustainable levels by reducing costs, improving operational
productivity and removing their least productive assets
from the mix.

The reactions of oilfield service companies will depend
on their revenue exposure to major projects (Capex) and
production operations (Opex), as well as on the degree
of flexibility they have to move their resources to the
geographic areas and the types of projects where activities are less affected (see Figure 3). Some segments
are already hit hard; we see rig rate pressure, reduced
spending on exploration and many projects slowing
down or being canceled.
Beyond the first quarter of 2015, the industry and governments will need to work together to quickly rebalance

Figure 2: The oil and gas industry’s agenda for 2015
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Prioritization
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Questions emerging on consolidation
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Figure 3: In oilfield services, all segments are under pressure, some more than others
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Remove complexity. To achieve meaningful improvements in productivity, the industry will need to take a
holistic and decisive approach to complexity. Oil companies and service providers alike have lost much of
the simplicity and effectiveness that created value in
their core businesses during the period from 2005 to
2008. (For more, read the book Profit from the Core:
Growth Strategy in an Era of Turbulence by Chris Zook and
James Allen.) We see three areas in dire need of attention.
•

Portfolio complexity. Are asset portfolios misaligned
with performance ambitions? Executives must clarify and clearly understand the sources of value in
their business.

•

Organizational complexity. Are there too many layers
in the matrix? Do metrics and performance management incentivize the right behaviors? Is accountability disconnected from responsibility? Are decisionmaking rights unclear?

•

Process complexity. Getting the right management
information is critical for decisions. Can processes
be radically simplified?

Standardization of technical solutions across assets can
also help reduce complexity, but executives need to make
wise decisions to avoid locking in approaches that stifle
innovation and may become obsolete too quickly.
Reach regulatory balance. Regulation intended to make
the industry safer can come with significant cost. Much
of the recently increased regulation focuses on offshore
drilling (in the wake of Macondo) and onshore unconventional operations, but there are other sources, too.
For example, the American Petroleum Institute recently
indicated that implementing new standards and taking
older rail cars out of service for transporting oil and
petroleum products in the US could cost consumers
up to $45 billion. The industry will need a more effective dialogue with regulators, one that builds trust and
encourages more self-regulation.
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Figure 4: Oil and gas M&A activity from 1998 to 2006
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Is consolidation unavoidable?

Executives will need to keep cool heads
and maintain steady nerves as they
weather this storm.

If the industry cannot adequately manage costs, complexity or regulatory demands in a short time frame, we
are likely to see company and asset values drop to levels
that will attract private and public equity buyers, stimulate
hostile bids and reorder the pack at a scale we last witnessed between 1998 and 2002 (see Figure 4).

A lack of regulation can also lead to unintended cost
escalation: In Australia, multiple parallel LNG projects
have fueled sector inflation, particularly among the developments under way on the East Coast. Similar unintended consequences can be seen in the gold-rush
approach taken by shale players in the US, where overlapping projects have contributed to inflation. While
hard to deliver quickly, some well-informed regulatory
oversight could have saved billions.

The areas of focus described in our recent Bain Brief “2015
planning criteria: Five fundamentals” are still essential
even if oil prices are half the level they were in mid-2014.
Executives should have actionable plans for different
price levels, realistic cost targets and predictable operational
goals. Managers need to remain focused on reducing
unit operating costs and delivering new projects—most
likely smaller and midsize developments in the current
environment. All the while, companies should continue
to invest in their people and capabilities to ensure they are in
a strong position when the upturn comes. Until then,
executives will need to keep cool heads and maintain
steady nerves as they weather this storm.
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